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I first heard from Carlos and Marcela 
from 

Wener Schad





Now to the talk…



We will discuss recent progress on 
the black hole information problem



References

Review: Almheiri, Hartman, JM, Shaghoulian, Tajdini  

Two important  papers in 2019: Penington
Almheiri, Engelhardt, Marolf, Maxfield
…many previous and follow up  papers...

Saad, Shenker, Stanford

(this contains a more general list of references than this talk)

Another very interesting 
Development that I will not review



Quantum information

𝐼 = 𝑆 = −𝑇𝑟[𝜌 log 𝜌] 

Is quantified by the Von Neuman entropy.

  𝜌 =	 density matrix of the quantum system. 



Quantum information

𝐼 = 𝑆 = −𝑇𝑟[𝜌 log 𝜌] 

Does not change under unitary time evolution. 



A tale of two entropies



Two notions of entropy  
• Fine grained entropy or von Neuman entropy. 

Remains constant under unitary time evolution. 
(sometimes called ``entanglement’’ entropy)

• Coarse grained entropy = thermodynamic entropy, or 
Boltzmann entropy. Obeys 2nd law. Arises from 
``sloppiness”

S = �Tr[⇢ log ⇢]
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It is subtle to define it precisely.  Here we are only mentioning to distinguish it from the 
 star of our show. 

In thermal equilibrium  they are equal. 

But we could be out of thermal equilibrium. 



The difference in an example



Two kinds of entropy

.. ..
.... . ..

...

.

𝑆!" = −𝑇𝑟[𝜌!"	log	𝜌!"]

Open the box
(unitary process)

𝜌# = 𝑈$%	𝜌!"𝑈

𝑆#!" = −𝑇𝑟[𝜌#!" log 𝜌#!"] = S&'

𝑆()*+,-./"0,!1 	> 	 S&'Coarse grained, thermodynamic  or Boltzmann entropy: 

Von Neumann or fine grained entropy
Fine grained final entropy:



Black holes 



Review an influential idea about black 
holes 



Black holes as quantum systems

• A black hole seen from the outside can be described as a 
quantum system with S degrees of freedom (qubits).  S = Area/4       
(lp =1)

• It evolves according to unitary evolution, seen from outside. 

=

“Central dogma=central hypothesis”



…in other words

• If one includes A/4GN “mysterious” qubits, 
then the black hole can be described as an 
ordinary quantum system. 

=



Is it true ? 



Evidence in favor 



1) Entropy counting

Special black holes, in special theories (supersymmetric) can be counted precisely 
 using strings/D-branes  à reproduce the Area formula.  (+ also corrections to this formula)

Strominger Vafa    

           using results by 

 J. Polchinski    

 …

Sen
…     



2)  AdS/CFT…

Hot fluid made out of 
 very strongly
interacting particles. Gravity, 

Strings
Black hole

Black hole in a box. 
Evolving unitarity. 

JM
Gubser, Klebanov, Polyakov
Witten



but



Hawking 1976 : 

This can’t possibly be true!



Geometry of an evaporating  black 
hole made from collapse

The radiation is entangled with 
 partners of radiation. 

Since we do not measure the interior
we get a large entropy for the radiation.

A pure state seems to go 
 a mixed state. 



The skeptic’s view:

One universe splits of a ``teenage universe’’   (big baby universe) 

The state is pure if you include both universes, but not if you look only at 
the  original universe. 



A better statement of the problem



The Hawking curve vs. the Page curve
Compute the fine grained entropy of the radiation as it comes out of the
 black hole (formed by a pure state)

Time

Entropy of 
outgoing 
radiation

Hawking’s
calculation

Expected
from unitarity

Thermodynamic entropy
of the black hole

tPage



This problem involves von Neuman or 
fine grained entropy



New formulas for computing the 
entropy of black holes  



First review old formulas



Bekenstein Hawking entropy

• Use first law: 

dS =
dE

T
=

dM

T
, rs = GNM/c2
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S =
Area

4GN
=

Area

4l2p
=

4⇡r2s
4l2p
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Geometry of a Black Hole made from 
collapse

interior

star

Singularity
Oppenheimer Snyder 1939

horizon

Portion of the Schwarzschild geometry

r = 0
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Horizon Area law
Area law:   The area of a black hole horizon always increases. à 2nd law of thermodynamics 

Hawking

interior

star

Singularity

horizon

Starts with small area and it grows to larger area



Generalized entropy

S =
AreaH
4GN

+ Smatter
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Bekenstein 70’s    



Entropy of quantum fields

Includes the entropy of quantum fields

S =
AreaH
4GN

+ Smatter =
AreaH
4GN

+ SQFT
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Obeys the 2nd Law     Wall 2010     

Bombelli, Koul, Lee,Sorkin   1986
  



The horizon area computes 
thermodynamic entropy



Can we compute the fine grained entropy ?



There is another gravitational 
entropy formula !



Fine grained gravitational entropy

The final surface is called minimal quantum extremal surface. 

We are allowed to take the surface to the 
inside.  It depends on the geometry of the 
interior

Ryu-Takayanagi    2006
Hubeny, Rangamani, Takayanagi  2007
Faulkner, Lewkowycz, JM 2013
Engelhardt, Wall 2014  

S = minX

⇢
extX


Area(X)

4GN
+ Ssemi-cl(⌃)

��
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We will discuss its derivation later

For now we will just use it



We should be surprised by the claim 
that there is a formula for the fine-

grained entropy



Examples



Full Schwarzschild solution = Two 
entangled black holes

Figure 2: Maximally extended Schwarzschild spacetime. There are two asymptotic regions.
The blue spatial slice contains the Einstein-Rosen bridge connecting the two regions.

not in causal contact and information cannot be transmitted across the bridge. This can

easily seen from the Penrose diagram, and is consistent with the fact that entanglement

does not imply non-local signal propagation.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: (a) Another representation of the blue spatial slice of figure 2. It contains a neck
connecting two asymptotically flat regions. (b) Here we have two distant entangled black
holes in the same space. The horizons are identified as indicated. This is not an exact
solution of the equations but an approximate solution where we can ignore the small force
between the black holes.

All of this is well known, but what may be less familiar is a third interpretation of the

eternal Schwarzschild black hole. Instead of black holes on two disconnected sheets, we

can consider two very distant black holes in the same space. If the black holes were not

entangled we would not connect them by a Einstein-Rosen bridge. But if they are somehow

created at t = 0 in the entangled state (2.1), then the bridge between them represents the

entanglement. See figure 3(b). Of course, in this case, the dynamical decoupling is not

7

ER Right 
exterior

Left 
exterior

singularity

interior

interior

In this case SvN = SBoltzman



Vanishing surface

S = Entropy of star  , which is zero if it was in a pure state. 

In this case SvN  <<  SBoltzman



A feature arise when the black hole 
has been evaporating for a long time



New quantum extremal surface

 First appears about a scrambling time (rs log S ) after the black hole forms. 

Penington
Almheiri, Engelhardt, Marolf, Maxfield, 2019

Its entropy is close to the area of the horizon at the time. 



Penington
Almheiri, Engelhardt, Marolf, Maxfield

Two quantum extremal surfaces



Penington
Almheiri, Engelhardt, Marolf, Maxfield

Choose the minimal one



…we get the Page curve for the black 
hole

but

we really wanted the Page curve for 
the radiation!



• The radiation lives in a region where quantum 
gravity effects could be very small. (It could be 
collected into a far away quantum computer). 

 

• Since we obtained the state using gravity à 
we should apply the gravitational fine-grained 
entropy formula!



The “Island” formula
Penington; Almheiri, Mahajan, JM, Zhao

SRad = minX

⇢
extX


Area(X)

4GN
+ Ssemi-cl[⌃Rad [ ⌃Island]

��
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We should view it as just a special case of the general gravitational fine-grained 
entropy  formula



• If the initial matter state is pure, then the 
quantum extremal surfaces are the same as 
the ones we discussed before. 

• Therefore we get the Page curve for radiation. 



The skeptic’s complaint
• “This is just an accounting trick!”
• I have always said: “If you include the black hole 

interior, then the state is pure. The information 
problem arises because you do not have access to 
the interior!”



Gravity’s accounting ``trick’’ à ``oracle’’

• It can be derived from the gravitational 
path integral. (Deriving the gravitational fine 
grained entropy formula)

• Oracle: It gives us the true fine-grained 
entropy of the exact state, but using only 
the semiclassical state. 



Deriving the fine grained entropy 
formula

• It is conceptually similar to the derivation of 
the black hole entropy using the Euclidean 
black hole.

• We can do it without knowing the detailed 
microstates. 

Lewkowycz, JM ;  
Faulkner, Lewkowycz, JM; 
Dong, Lewkowycz, Rangamani; 
Dong, Lewkowycz



So far,  we only talked about entropy. 

What is this telling us about the interior?



How do we describe the interior?

• The central dogma involves degrees of freedom that  
describe the black hole from the outside.

 
• What part of the interior do these degrees of 

freedom describe?
– 1) All of the interior?
– 2) None of the interior?
– 3) Part of the interior? Which part?

  



“Entanglement wedge”

Region described by the black hole 
degrees of freedom

• Region that appears in the computation of the 
entropy.

Czech,   Karczmarek,  Nogueira, Van Raamsdonk,  Wall, Headrick, Hubeny, Lawrence,
Rangamani,  Almheiri, Dong, Harlow, Jafferis, Lewkowycz, J.M., Suh,  Wall, Faulkner…. 



Examples
Entanglement wedge of the black hole in green.  (black hole = quantum degrees of freedom describe 
the black hole from the outside)

Entanglement wedge of radiation in blue. 
(At late times, it includes part of the black hole interior)



Radiation

Black 
hole

Part of the interior is described by the black hole degrees of freedom 
and another part of the interior to the radiation

Describing the interior



• By performing (a very complicated) quantum 
operation on the radiation à we can extract 
information from the interior.  

• We do not have  a clear Lorentzian picture of how 
that happens.  

Gao Jafferis Wall
Petz map: Almheiri, Dong, Harlow; Cotler, Hayden, Penington, Salton, Swingle, Walter; 
Chen, Penington, Salton;  Penington, Stanford, Shenker, Yang

Jafferis, Lewkowycz, JM, Suh; Almheiri, Anous, Lewkowycz;…, Y. Chen



Conclusions

• We reviewed the gravitational fine-grained 
entropy formula. 

• We applied it to the computation of the 
entropy of radiation and obtained results 
consistent with unitarity.  

• At late times, most of the interior is part of the 
radiation. It is not part of the ``black hole 
degrees of freedom’’.  



What was Hawking’s mistake?

• Not to use the fine-grained entropy formula. 
(It was not known at the time)



• A lot of what we discussed was derived by 
thinking about aspects of AdS/CFT, which itself 
involves string theory. 

• But you only need gravity as an effective 
theory to apply these formulas.

There is an amazingly deep connection 
between gravity and quantum mechanics!



Is the information puzzle solved?
• One aspect: computing the entropy, yes. 

• Another aspect: Understanding what the state is, no. 

• We can compute the entropy of the radiation but not 
its state (at least with the present understanding). 

•  As with black hole entropy, it is an accounting 
``oracle’’. The explicit gravitational representation of 
the states is still mysterious. But the semiclassical 
solution is representing some aspects of the state. 



Future

• What further lessons is this teaching us about 
the interior?  The singularity ? 

•  Implications for cosmology ?

Thank you !





Extra slides



Euclidean black hole

r
tE
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Gibbons
Hawking

``cigar’’

horizon

Igrav / � 1

GN

Z
p
gR+ · · ·
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S = (1� �@�) logZ =
Area

4GN
+ Ssemi-cl
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Tr[e��H ] = Zgrav ⇠ e�IgravZsemi-cl
<latexit sha1_base64="wrwYPimiB9hQ242/quuNLNzWLeA=">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</latexit>

Fix the temperature far away, gravity chooses the geometry dynamically. 

interpretation



Euclidean black hole

r

Gibbons
Hawking

``cigar’’

horizon

Computes the entropy if we can only compute the traces, but the actual density matrix itself

⇢̃ / ⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="l5DBjyLde7A1vLMnH6VKR92VbJ8=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV11fq57ES7AInspuFfRY9OKxgn1AdynZbNqGZpOQZIWyFE/+FE+Cgnj1V3jy35i2e9DWgcBk5vtIZmLJqDa+/+2UVlbX1jfKm+7W9s7unrd/0NIiU5g0sWBCdWKkCaOcNA01jHSkIiiNGWnHo5up334gSlPB781YkihFA077FCNjpZ53FBrKEgJDNRQwlEpII+aXnlfxq/4McJkEBamAAo2e9xUmAmcp4QYzpHU38KWJcqQMxYxM3DDTRCI8QgPStZSjlOgon0WYwFOrJLAvlD3cwJn6eyNHqdbjNLaTKTJDvehNxf+8bmb6V1FOucwM4Xj+UD9j0Mac9gETqgg2bGwJworav0I8RAphY1tzXdtCsJh5mbRq1eC8Wru7qNSviz7K4BicgDMQgEtQB7egAZoAg0fwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsd8tOQUO4fgD5zPHxjZlvE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZT7j2kvrqu6grrvnS2XVNVB4vco=">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</latexit>

S = (1� n@n) log Tr[⇢̃
n]|n=1 = (1� n@n) logZn|n=1



Other states prepared by a path  
integral. 

⇢̃ / ⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="l5DBjyLde7A1vLMnH6VKR92VbJ8=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV11fq57ES7AInspuFfRY9OKxgn1AdynZbNqGZpOQZIWyFE/+FE+Cgnj1V3jy35i2e9DWgcBk5vtIZmLJqDa+/+2UVlbX1jfKm+7W9s7unrd/0NIiU5g0sWBCdWKkCaOcNA01jHSkIiiNGWnHo5up334gSlPB781YkihFA077FCNjpZ53FBrKEgJDNRQwlEpII+aXnlfxq/4McJkEBamAAo2e9xUmAmcp4QYzpHU38KWJcqQMxYxM3DDTRCI8QgPStZSjlOgon0WYwFOrJLAvlD3cwJn6eyNHqdbjNLaTKTJDvehNxf+8bmb6V1FOucwM4Xj+UD9j0Mac9gETqgg2bGwJworav0I8RAphY1tzXdtCsJh5mbRq1eC8Wru7qNSviz7K4BicgDMQgEtQB7egAZoAg0fwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsd8tOQUO4fgD5zPHxjZlvE=</latexit>

Tr[⇢̃3]
<latexit sha1_base64="uol4KJjWia2YByoUiTyaK+PXqAA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdamLwSK4Kkkr6LLoxmWFviCJZTKZtENnJmFmIpTQjSs/xZWgIG79B1f+jdPHQlsPXDiccy/33hNljCrtut/Wyura+sZmacve3tnd23cODtsqzSUmLZyyVHYjpAijgrQ01Yx0M0kQjxjpRMObid95IFLRVDT1KCMhR31BE4qRNlLPOSkCyWFTjqEPA01ZTGAgB+l9DYYQ9pyyW3GngMvEm5MymKPRc76COMU5J0JjhpTyPTfTYYGkppiRsR3kimQID1Gf+IYKxIkKi+kXY3hmlBgmqTQlNJyqvycKxJUa8ch0cqQHatGbiP95fq6Tq7CgIss1EXi2KMkZ1CmcRAJjKgnWbGQIwpKaWyEeIImwNsHZtknBW/x5mbSrFa9Wqd5dlOvX8zxK4BicgnPggUtQB7egAVoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sesdcWazxyBP7A+fwCY8ZcM</latexit> Z3 symmetry

Lewkowycz, JM
Faulkner, Lewkowycz, JM
Dong, Lewkowycz, Rangamani
Dong, Lewkowycz

Z3 fixed point

=  fine grained entropy formula S = min

⇢
ext


Area(X)

4GN
+ Ssemi�cl(⌃)

��

<latexit sha1_base64="3M+i03nXnnXWt0z8yaUMt224Cn4=">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</latexit>

S = (1� n@n)Tr[⇢̃
n]|n=1 = (1� n@n) logZn|n=1

<latexit sha1_base64="gCISN7QEwHAwq5E/muqfkSZUo7U=">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</latexit>

interpretation



• In the same way that the Euclidean black hole 
gives us the entropy, this replica trick gives us 
the gravitational fine-grained entropy formula. 



• If the state is prepared by a Euclidean path 
integral, and it has dynamical gravity only in 
some regions, then we should allow various 
topologies in that region. 

• Interiors connected by ``replica wormholes’’ 
à island formula. 

Penington, Shenker, Stanford, Yang
Almheiri, Hartman, JM, Shaghoulian, Tajdini



Solution that gives 
 Hawking’s result

Replica wormhole, giving the 
 Page answer when it dominates
 at late times. 

Replica wormholes: n=2



• 𝑇𝑟 #𝜌!  is given by these other non-trivial 
geometries. 

• But the von Neuman entropy is given by a 
computation in the original semiclassical 
geometry à the fine grained entropy formula 
that we have seen above 



Full Schwarzschild solution

Figure 2: Maximally extended Schwarzschild spacetime. There are two asymptotic regions.
The blue spatial slice contains the Einstein-Rosen bridge connecting the two regions.

not in causal contact and information cannot be transmitted across the bridge. This can

easily seen from the Penrose diagram, and is consistent with the fact that entanglement

does not imply non-local signal propagation.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: (a) Another representation of the blue spatial slice of figure 2. It contains a neck
connecting two asymptotically flat regions. (b) Here we have two distant entangled black
holes in the same space. The horizons are identified as indicated. This is not an exact
solution of the equations but an approximate solution where we can ignore the small force
between the black holes.

All of this is well known, but what may be less familiar is a third interpretation of the

eternal Schwarzschild black hole. Instead of black holes on two disconnected sheets, we

can consider two very distant black holes in the same space. If the black holes were not

entangled we would not connect them by a Einstein-Rosen bridge. But if they are somehow

created at t = 0 in the entangled state (2.1), then the bridge between them represents the

entanglement. See figure 3(b). Of course, in this case, the dynamical decoupling is not

7

ER

Eddington, Lemaitre, Einstein, 
Rosen, Finkelstein, 
Kruskal  

Vacuum solution. No matter.  
Two exteriors, sharing the interior. 

Right 
exterior

Left 
exterior

singularity

interior 

interior



``Bags of Gold”
Initial slice:  

Wheeler

Evolves to a black hole as seen from the outside
and a black hole in a closed universe. 

Can have arbitrarily large amount of entropy ``inside’’

Counterexample to the statement that the
 Area entropy counts the entropy “inside” or the entropy 
 of the ``interior’’.



It is only a statement about the black 
hole as seen from the outside !

No statement has been made about 
the inside (yet). 



Full Schwarzschild solution as a 
wormhole

Figure 2: Maximally extended Schwarzschild spacetime. There are two asymptotic regions.
The blue spatial slice contains the Einstein-Rosen bridge connecting the two regions.

not in causal contact and information cannot be transmitted across the bridge. This can

easily seen from the Penrose diagram, and is consistent with the fact that entanglement

does not imply non-local signal propagation.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: (a) Another representation of the blue spatial slice of figure 2. It contains a neck
connecting two asymptotically flat regions. (b) Here we have two distant entangled black
holes in the same space. The horizons are identified as indicated. This is not an exact
solution of the equations but an approximate solution where we can ignore the small force
between the black holes.

All of this is well known, but what may be less familiar is a third interpretation of the

eternal Schwarzschild black hole. Instead of black holes on two disconnected sheets, we

can consider two very distant black holes in the same space. If the black holes were not

entangled we would not connect them by a Einstein-Rosen bridge. But if they are somehow

created at t = 0 in the entangled state (2.1), then the bridge between them represents the

entanglement. See figure 3(b). Of course, in this case, the dynamical decoupling is not
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Wormholes and entangled states

Figure 2: Maximally extended Schwarzschild spacetime. There are two asymptotic regions.
The blue spatial slice contains the Einstein-Rosen bridge connecting the two regions.

not in causal contact and information cannot be transmitted across the bridge. This can

easily seen from the Penrose diagram, and is consistent with the fact that entanglement

does not imply non-local signal propagation.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: (a) Another representation of the blue spatial slice of figure 2. It contains a neck
connecting two asymptotically flat regions. (b) Here we have two distant entangled black
holes in the same space. The horizons are identified as indicated. This is not an exact
solution of the equations but an approximate solution where we can ignore the small force
between the black holes.

All of this is well known, but what may be less familiar is a third interpretation of the

eternal Schwarzschild black hole. Instead of black holes on two disconnected sheets, we

can consider two very distant black holes in the same space. If the black holes were not

entangled we would not connect them by a Einstein-Rosen bridge. But if they are somehow

created at t = 0 in the entangled state (2.1), then the bridge between them represents the

entanglement. See figure 3(b). Of course, in this case, the dynamical decoupling is not
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Connected through the interior

Entangled

= W. Israel
J.M.
JM Suskind

|TFDi =
X

n

e��En/2|ĒniL|EniRIn a particular entangled state

ER = EPR

Full wormhole is in a pure state, 
entropy of each black hole arises from entanglement



The Hawking curve vs. the Page curve

Time

Entropy of 
outgoing 
radiation

tPage

Hawking curve vs Page curve transition à  
Arises from a Hawking/Page transition for the 
replica geometries

Gets smoothed out by considering the sum over non-replica symmetric geometries

Penington, Shenker, Stanford, Yang; Dong, H. Wang; Marolf, S. Wang, Z. Wang 



``Bags of Gold”
If there is a lot of entropy inside à the entanglement wedge of the black hole ends 
 near the neck

Wall

Interior of the bag belongs to somebody else…



Bag of gold vs old black hole

The geometry and entropy on the orange   slice is somewhat similar to the bag of gold.

 
 



Now the answer:



Entanglement wedge reconstruction hypothesis

• The quantum system describes everything that is 
included in its entanglement wedge. 

• We can recover the state of a (probe) qubit inside the 
entanglement wedge. 

• Recovery is state dependent (subspace dependent) and 
similar to quantum error correction. 

Czech,   Karczmarek,  Nogueira, Van Raamsdonk,  Wall, Headrick, Hubeny, Lawrence,
Rangamani,  Almheiri, Dong, Harlow, Jafferis, Lewkowycz, J.M., Suh,  Wall, Faulkner…. 


